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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Thank you for carefully reviewing our manuscript previously titled “Genome-wide discovery and characterization of long noncoding RNAs in patients with multiple myeloma” for possible publication in the BMC Medical Genomics. We are grateful to you and your reviewers for their constructive critique. We have revised the manuscript, and have attached point-by-point responses detailing how we have revised the manuscript in response to your comments below.

1. You mentioned that there is significant text overlap with other publications with in our Background and Discussion, we have revised the sections of text in question, this part of the content have been reformulated.

2. Rename "Materials and Methods" to "Methods", We have revised it.

3. In the “Funding” section of our declarations, we have fill in clarify of the role of the funding body.

4. We completed Declarations in accordance with Editorial Policies.

Thank you for your consideration and further review of our manuscript. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any further questions or recommendations.
Yours Sincerely,

Wenming Chen